All are invited to join Awareness program

All are warmly invited to join the awareness program of Vedic Mathematics. All teachers, parents and students are invited to Learn and Teach Vedic Mathematics for proper intelligence growth at School.

Dr. S. K. Kapoor, Sh. Rakesh Bhatia, Sh. Bhim Sein Khanna, Sh. Deepak Girdhar - Organizers

Vedic Mathematics and Modern Mathematics

1. Mathematics, in its first presence, takes us to ‘NUMBERS’ and, the last popular catch of Mathematics are ‘computer programs’.
2. In between roles, in aid of sciences & technologies are plenty. But above all, the challenges of our existence within human frame in Solar universe on Earth as well brings in Mathematics, in a big way.
3. That being so, Vedic Mathematics and modern Mathematics attainments deserve to be visited and revisited to comprehend and appreciate their values and systems. The evaluation intersee and individualities of both streams of systems deserve to be chased to the extent these run parallel and their flow paths which go distinctively.
4. This poser and absorption about this pair of streams also is to be to comprehend if these are complementary and supplementary of each other and these can promise new mathematical tools and formats for mathematical chase of our Existence Phenomenon within human frame in solar universe on Earth.
5. All these posers put us on an introspective in-depth chase path for comprehending and appreciating Vedic Mathematics systems vis-à-vis our existing mathematical systems. For it, first of all need would be that let us have a tabulation of our present day main stream Mathematics subject matter of teaching instruction from first standard to master degree.
This phasing of different branches of the Discipline of Mathematics on the whole, will help us have step by step comparison for both streams of Vedic Mathematics vision, value and features vis-à-vis those of our present day mathematics being designated as modern mathematics

To be continued….
Increditable India format

Today let us think of Vedic sounds to appreciate increditable India format, education policy direction, skills development vision and creation of jobs pool.

Vedic Sounds

Increditable India format vibrates with Vedic Sounds. Sama Ved, Gandharav Upved, Nad, Anahat Nad, Swaras are just values of Vedic sounds. First step for initiation of vedic sounds is to learn values of Shiksha Vedanga. Virtues of Vedic sounds in their applied values create medicines within body just by recitations. And simple hearing of them provides pure values for stimulating consciousness bits. Let us be conscious of this Ancient Treasure. Let us avail this Transcendental Resource.

* 

Education policy direction

Education policy makers shall revisit the transcendental source reservoir of Vedic sounds. It is the transcendental right of each and every student that there be a proper learning facility to pronounce Vedic sounds properly. Shiksha Vedanga is the first learning step. Let every school have this learning so that one can have creation of medicines within one’s body for utilization of Jyoti flow within rays of the Sun for absorption in one’s consciousness state to develop intelligence field.

*
Skills development vision intensity can be gauged in terms of a view from the window of Vedic sound absorption by an individual. Every individual be facilitated to create consciousness bits with Vedic sounds. Every individual be properly initiated and perfected for creation of medicines within their bodies with Vedic sounds frequencies. Further every individual be perfected to avail transcendental (5-space) carriers of Vedic sounds to go parallel to the Jyoti flow within rays of the Sun.

* 

Jobs creation pool can be made full simply by availing the values and virtues of Vedic sounds. The reservoir of Vedic sounds is of transcendental index for creation of medicines within our body, and for utilization of Jyoti flow within rays of the Sun for creation of consciousness states and intelligence field. This will make us fully satisfied about our needs of desired number of jobs for our blissful existence during our STOP within the lap of Mother Earth.
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